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Abstract—In this paper we show that Fractal, a generic component model coming from the Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) community, meets most of the functional expectations identified so far in the simulation community for component-based modeling and simulation. We also demonstrate that Fractal offers additional features that have not yet been identified in the simulation community despite their potential usefulness. Eventually we describe our ongoing work on such a new simulation architecture built on top of the Fractal model, the Open Simulation Architecture (OSA).
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I. INTRODUCTION

From an historical perspective, the component-based approach was first popular in the Modeling and Simulation (M&S) community for its descriptive good properties. Indeed, an interesting property of the component-based approach is its ability to model complex systems by dividing the initial system, recursively, into smaller sub-systems. This hierarchical modeling approach was first introduced by Zeigler with the DEVS formalism[1] and later in other formalisms, such as Harel’s State Charts[2]. However, it is worth stressing that a formalism like DEVS is a specification language, that is a non-ambiguous formal language for describing both the behavior and structure of dynamic systems[3]; DEVS is not a programming language and does not address the implementation issues of computer simulations[1].

In the Software Engineering (SE) community, the component-based approach emerged more recently (in the 90’s) as an evolution of the object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigm. Indeed, the component approach solves one of the major pitfalls of OOP, sometimes referred to as the hyper-spaghetti objects and subsystems phenomenon[4]. A side-effect of solving this pitfall is that it enables or makes easier many interesting SE good practices, such as reusing code or making validation and (unit-)testing of code easier. However, it is interesting to note that the descriptive good property of components that was identified in the simulation context was not the main concern addressed by the components in the SE context. Indeed, the first component architectures and models proposed for SE, such as CORBA[5], COM[6] or JavaBeans[7] do not support hierarchical composition.

In this paper we will show that the Fractal[8] component model is a convenient mean of implementing the component-based approach in discrete-event simulation. In section I, we first identify the usual M&S activities. Then, in section II, we give a short list of the main motivations and expectations for components in both M&S and SE, before we describe the benefits of the Fractal model in section IV. Finally, in section V we describe how this is applied in the OSA architecture.

II. COMPONENT MODELING & SIMULATION ACTIVITIES

Studying a system using discrete-event computer simulations implies several activities. These activities need to be clearly identified in order to establish a classification of the Roles and Concerns in simulation, two major concepts of CBSE that will be discussed in the next section. Hereafter, we propose a possible classification of these activities:

- **Conceptual model specification**: this first modeling step consists in describing the model the system expert has in mind. Depending on the system expert habits, this description may range from the informal ones (textual, manual drawings) to the more formal ones (based on various formalisms such as DEVS, PetriNets[9], UML[10], SDL[11], Data Flow Diagrams[12],...).

- **Software model architecture description**: this is the translation of the conceptual model architecture into a software architecture compliant with the targeted computer simulation software. This description usually combines a list of components and a topological description of their interactions (bindings). The “shape” of the components depends on the underlying software component model and may range from the most generic ones like DEVS JavaBeans (eg. SimBeans[13]), or Agents (eg. Swarms[14]) to the most domain-specific ones, such as the Opnet elements (networks, nodes, modules, processes)[15]. The topological description may be either programmed in-line (using binding primitives), or by means of an Architecture Description Language, such as the one found in CD++[16] or OMNet++[17], or both, such as in Fractal.

- **Software development**: this consists mainly in implementing the behavior of model components using a programming language and developments tools (eg. the
Eclipse IDE[18], but may also include other developments, such as the sampling policies used to collect the simulation data or the topological description mentioned just above.

- **Simulation scenarios configuration**: this mainly consists in setting up the initial parameters of the components in order to reach the initial state of the system (e.g. location of vehicles on a map or initial value of a random seed).
- **Instrumentation of simulation scenarios**: this activity consists in instrumenting the model with probes that will collect data samples during the simulation run. This may also include more complex tasks, such as defining aggregation policies for samples collected by several probes or computing statistical indicators during execution instead of gathering and saving large amounts of data samples.
- **Experiment planning**: studying a system using computer simulations often turns into comparing the behavior and performances of the considered system using several variations of a same basic scenario. These variations consist in using different values for some of the initial parameters in the basic scenario. In order to avoid a combinatorial explosion of the number of parameters combinations, and consequently, of the number of simulation runs, various policies exist[19]. An experiment plan is built by applying such policies.
- **Configuration of computational resources**: this activity consists in setting-up deployment parameters for a distributed execution or the scheduling of a batch of simulation runs on a pool of computers.
- **Execution control**: depending on the mode of execution selected (animated, debug, batch), several kind of controls may or may not be available to the end user: start, stop, resume execution, step one event, dump the scheduler’s pending event list, and so on.
- **Post-processing and analysis**: this consists in preparing the data collected during the simulation runs (merging and formatting the data of several simulation runs) and running computations on these data (e.g. statistical computations, graph plotting, ...).
- **Validation and verification**: this consists in verifying that the software model behaves as expected. This may be achieved in several ways, such as using a debugging mode of execution or comparing the data collected during the simulation (or obtained after post-processing) with the data produced by the real system. The latter technique may be automated[20].

III. **COMPONENTS: MAIN MOTIVATIONS AND EXPECTATIONS**

In [21], Oses, Pidd and Brooks already gave an in-depth analysis of the critical issues in the development of component-based discrete simulation. They conclude that in many cases, technical solutions already exist to address the issues they identified, such as validation and verification, interoperability of existing models, and component or software reuse for example. However, we think that in the latter case, concerning software reuse, the issue is still pending and that new enabling techniques, such as the separation of concerns, presented in section II-C, should be applied. Prior to this, we first recall in the two following sections the very first motivations of the component-based approach, from a M&S point of view first, and then, from the SE point of view.

A. **Reflect Systems structural organization**

For M&S, the main motivation for using components is to reflect the structural organization of the System to simulate. For example, in [3], the main motivation presented for the DEVS component model is to provide a formalism for discrete-event modeling that conforms with the Systems Theory principles. In Systems Theory, the observable outputs of a system or sub-system should only result from its external inputs and its internal behavior. Following, in DEVS, components are used to model such self-contained systems; they are often compared to “black-boxes”, meaning that when standing out of the box, one is not supposed to access what is inside the box. Furthermore, in order to better reflect the structural organization of Systems and ease the modeling process, the component models proposed for M&S are usually hierarchical. As already mentioned in our introduction, this is not always the case for the component models proposed for SE.

B. **Software reuse**

Reuse is certainly the most stated expected benefit of the component-based approach in SE. However, this good property was also clearly identified in the M&S context: as soon as the modeling components result in self-contained entities, one can reasonably expect that these self-contained modeling entities will result in self-contained software components. Unfortunately, as we will show in the next section, these self-contained software components may not be easily reusable, especially when they mix several concerns.

In practice, we may distinguish two levels of component reuse: reuse at source level and reuse at execution level (pre-compiled components and components libraries). The first level offers enough flexibility to allow reusing with modifications of the sources while the second prohibits modifications. And while open source modeling is a common practice, there are situations in which it may not be possible. This is typically the case in a competitive industrial context where disclosing the internals of a proprietary system or technology to concurrent companies may not be acceptable.

It is also worth stressing that in SE, the component models are often linked to an OOP language, which probably explains why the need for hierarchical support at component level is less critical, and therefore less often supported (most OO languages are intrinsically hierarchical).

C. **Separation of roles and concerns**

The activities identified in section II correspond mainly to the different steps of a computer-based simulation study life-cycle. Notice that the simulationist may iterate several times over each of these steps. In other words, the complete life-cycle may contain several loops. For example, if the
verification and validation step fails, the cycle will loop back to the development step if the failure is due to an implementation error, or to the modeling step, if it is due to a modeling error.

Each of these activities has relatively independent objectives and may require different kinds of knowledge and expertise. When the end-user of the simulation software practices these different activities, we say he plays different roles. In the process of building a modular simulation software architecture, it looks reasonable to try decompose the simulation architecture in software modules according to these roles. Indeed, because of the relative independence of the activities, the specifications of the services offered to support the user in each role should be able to vary independently over the time in each role.

The separation of concerns concept is somehow similar to the previous separation of roles concept, except that it is not necessarily linked to the classification of the user activities. Indeed, concerns are usually separated into two kinds: functional concerns and non-functional concerns\(^2\). In the case of a component-based software, the functional concerns are related to the functional (or business) specification of the component itself (eg, the functional concerns of a cashier component are related to the specification of the cashier); non functional concerns are the remaining concerns that apply to a component but are not specific to that component. Non functional concerns include for example the following ones: life-cycle (start/stop a component), introspection services (self-description of the component), binding (coupling of components), persistence (save/restore the state of a component into a data-base), and so on.

In the case of modeling and simulation, as stated in section [1], the component-based approach may be used both for specifying a model (using a formalism such as DEVS) and for implementing it in a software simulator (using JavaBeans for example). Unfortunately, in many simulators, roles and concerns are not fully separated. For example, in some cases, the code for instrumenting the models may be mixed together with the code of the models. This kind of concern mixing was also observed with the code needed to establish network connections between components in a distributed environment or simply with the code needed to establish bindings (or couplings) between components.

IV. BENEFITS OF THE FRAC TAL MODEL

A. Separation of roles and concerns

Fractal provides means of applying the separation of concerns and separation of roles in two ways.

First, it provides an Architecture Description Language (ADL) and sophisticated mechanisms for building component architectures, such as factories and template components. Thanks to the ADL, the concern of building the topological description of the hierarchy of components is separated from other concerns. Factories are special components that can dynamically instantiate new components. Therefore, the way components are instantiated may be implemented in a self contained component, which is a mean of separating the instantiation concern from others. As a matter of facts, the default Fractal ADL parser is a factory component. Furthermore, the factory component that implements the Fractal ADL parser is a hierarchical component whose content may be partly or totally reused for building new specialized ADL parsers. Template components are special factory components that may be used to build a generic model of (hierarchical) components. Such template models may then be used to instantiate homomorphic copies of the model.

Second, Fractal offers a versatile and extensible framework to support non-functional concerns. This framework consists in embedding each component into a software membrane: the content part of the component implements its functional concerns, and the membrane part implements its non-functional concerns. The membrane consists of several controllers, each of which being responsible for a non-functional concern (figure [1]). The framework allow the construction of new membranes by assembling new or existing controllers. The selection of which membrane to associate with which content may be specified using the ADL.

![Fig. 1. Anatomy of a Fractal component. In this example, the membrane contains three controllers that offers the introspection, binding and life-cycle non-functional services.](image)

B. Shared components

In a hierarchical component model, a shared component is a component that have more than one parent in the component hierarchy. To the author’s knowledge, very few component models do effectively support the shared component feature: the Fractal component model does explicitly support sharing\(^8\) while some others, like JainSLEEH[22] provide proxying techniques which is a practical way of implementing sharing.

Regarding DEVS, for example, the formal definition of a Coupled System Specification given by Zeigler et al. in [3] (p. 128), forbids shared components in the general case, because it defines that for a component \(d \in D(N)\), where \(D(N)\) is the set of components referenced by a coupled structure \(N\), the set of influencers \(I_d\) of the component \(d\) is such that \(I_d \subseteq D(N) \cup \{N\}\). In the case of shared components, the set of influencers of \(d\) includes the influencers of \(d\) in the set \(CS(d)\)
of all the coupled structures that reference \( d \) instead of just \( N \): 
\[
I_{d/shared} \subset D(N) \cup CS(d) \text{ where } CS(d) = \{n|d \in D(n)\}.
\]

The DEVS formalism provide a rigorous way of describing systems, hierarchically, with strong mathematical properties, such as closure under coupling. Unfortunately, the fact that this rigorous modeling framework cannot support the concept of shared components does mean that, semantically, shared components are a modeling non-sense.

For example, let’s consider the case of a communication network. the usual way of modeling the architecture of a network of communicating nodes is to follow the OSI flat layered view: a node is made of an application layer, itself connected to session layer, and so on, until the lowest level at which the nodes are physically connected thanks to the network medium.

However, modeling often consists in finding the right trade-off between an exact representation of the system and a reasonable simulation time. In our case study, if the analyst want to study the behavior of an application protocol over a long period, it is certainly not reasonable to model all the layers of the OSI protocol but only focus on the higher ones, which may lead to the model depicted on figure 3, where the transport network component is used to model a virtual link that operates at the transport level between the two nodes.

Unfortunately, despite its conceptual correctness, the hierarchical model depicted on figure 3 is not easily reusable. First, notice that there is a dependency between the node composite component and the transport network component: the primer cannot be reused without the later. Second, and far more annoying, is the fact that these component may not easily be plugged in a more complex architecture. Assume for example that we want to model a road traffic network in which some of the vehicles, not all, are equipped with the nodes of the previous example. Assume also that we want to reuse the already exiting hierarchical model of the vehicle depicted on figure 3.

Given the model of the vehicle depicted on figure 3, the correct place where to plug the node component should be somewhere in the electronics component of the vehicle, as illustrated on figure 4.

Figure 4 also emphasizes the fact that in order to plug the node component in the vehicle component, the later one needs to be modified, in order to allow the node to reach the network (grayed area). Indeed, the simulation software architecture used to implement this model requires an in-line programming of the coupling between components, then this modification may not be possible if the source code of the vehicle component is not available.

This example is also a typical illustration of the hyper-spaghetti phenomenon introduced in section 6. Indeed, after the modification, the resultant vehicle component has a more complex external interface. This is a perfectly right modeling according to the Systems Theory principles, since the behavior of the vehicle may depend on the network activity. On the contrary, from a SE point of view, this is probably not the case, because the exposed interface of a component should be restricted to its functional concerns (in this case, network interaction is a functional concern of the node but not of the car).

C. Multi-programming language support

Unlike most other component models, Fractal is not linked to a particular programming language. Indeed, Fractal is a generic specification that may be implemented in many different languages. Hence, several implementations are already available or under development, in different languages, such as Java, C++, or SmallTalk for example. Despite no actual middle-ware implementation currently exist for coupling Fractal components developed in these various languages,
the Fractal specification mention this possibility. However, the specification states that an implementation in a particular language may optionally be built on top of an Interface Definition Language, and to our knowledge, none of the current implementation does support this optional feature.

D. Distributed execution

Several Java-based implementations of the Fractal specification are available. The ProActive one[23] does not support some of the Fractal features, such as shared components, but it provides a total support for Grid Computing, including deployment and live process migration. For the other Java-based implementations that implement all the features of the Fractal specification, a distributed mode of execution is available using an extension called FractalRMI. However this extension does not include the powerful deployment and migration facilities found in ProActive.

E. Soon expected functionalities

The Fractal specification is supported by the ObjectWeb Consortium3 and benefits from the support and contributions of an active community. Some of the issues currently addressed in this community already look promising in the simulation context, such as adding support for checking contracts, an abstraction that allows to specify the conditions according to which the bindings between components may be considered valid and accepted[24].

V. THE OSA ARCHITECTURE

The Open Simulation Architecture (OSA)[25], [26] is a new open source software architecture intended to support the simulationists in a wide number of the activities identified in section II (figure 5).

Fig. 5. OSA functional architecture.

At the time of writing this paper, only a few elements of this architecture have been actually implemented. However, the software architecture itself relies on the CBSE principles, which means that it is designed to allow the reuse of components developed for other architectures or in other contexts.

These first elements of the architecture are based on the Java programming language, and one of its derivative for Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP)[27], the AspectJ language. Since Fractal is only a specification, we also rely on one its available implementations for Java named AOKeil[28].

In OSA, we applied the CBSE principles by combining two complementary technologies: the Eclipse IDE[18] and the Fractal component model. This already allows the reuse of existing components, such as a Fractal graphical component editor developed within the Fractal community. We also reused and enriched the default Fractal ADL parser with simulation concerns.

The key elements that have been specifically developed for the OSA architecture are a generic simulation engine prototype implementation. Both are combined in a new controller plugged in the module of the Fractal components (figure 5). Hence, we applied the separation of concerns principle to the modeling API and engine implementation. Separating these two parts from each other means that any or both may be replaced without compromising the other. As a matter of facts, in the current implementation, the selection of the actual engine implementation to be used for a simulation is done using a configuration file.

Fig. 6. OSA model component.

Since the modeling API itself may be replaced, OSA could theoretically emulate other existing discrete-event simulators. Furthermore, given that the specification of the component membrane may be provided on a per component basis in the Fractal ADL, this means that OSA theoretically allows the interoperability of heterogeneous model components (i.e. components developed for different simulators with different proprietary API). We are currently investigating this kind of interoperability by developing a new API to emulate the YANS network simulator, that was recently adopted to implement the core of NS3, the next generation of the popular network simulator NS[29]. This way, we expect to be able to reuse YANS existing network components as well as be ready to reuse the future NS3 components. Given that the OSA current implementation is Java-based and that YANS is C++-based, this will also demonstrate the feasibility of reusing components implemented in various programming languages, another challenging issue of re-usability.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have shown that the Fractal component model is a convenient mean of applying the component-based approach in discrete-event simulation. We first identified the usual M&S activities and the main motivations and expectations of the component-based approach from both the M&S point of view and the SE point of view. Indeed, we pointed out that because the initial motivations were not the same, the resulting expectations are slightly different in the two cases: in M&S, the component-based approach was primarily intended for describing the structural organization of the System to simulate, while in SE the component-based approach was primarily used to facilitate software reuse.

Then we introduced and discussed some of the key features of the Fractal component model. Separation of concerns is still very little used in M&S despite its increasing and now well established audience in the SE community. On the contrary, shared components is a feature provided by Fractal that is very uncommon. We strongly believe that shared component could noticeably alleviate the modeling process, by avoiding the hyper-spaghetti phenomenon that occur when two component deeply buried in two hierarchical components needs to interact together. Furthermore, it makes component reuse easier. However, supporting the shared components feature raises several issues. First this feature is complex to implement, especially in a distributed execution context. And last, but not least, it contradicts some of the very fundamental principles of the Systems Theory, which in turn prevent using it with popular formalisms such as DEVS.

Eventually, we described how the previous concepts, and especially the separation of concerns are currently being applied in the OSA architecture. The development of this new architecture is still in the early ages. However, we hope that the very modular architecture we propose, combined with a collaborative approach of development, will favor new contributions in the OSA architecture. Indeed, OSA is not only an open platform, it is also designed to be a versatile simulation environment that users should be able to adapt or enrich according to their needs, using a similar philosophy as the one used in Eclipse.

In the near future, we plan to extend the work presented in this paper in two directions. First we want to further investigate the theoretical issue raised by shared components. Indeed, we are convinced of the usefulness of such components for modeling, especially for communication networks and protocols where crosscutting connections are potentially numerous.

Second, we want to investigate the technical issue of providing a full-featured model component packaging and distribution system for OSA. Ideally, this system should rely on OSGi “bundles” and repositories (the packages used for the Eclipse plugs-in) and have a content inspired from the SISO BOMS specification.
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